Abstract. The hash function HAVAL is an Australian extension of well known Merkle-Damgård hash functions such as MD4 and MD5. It has three variants, 3-, 4-and 5-pass HAVAL. On 3-pass HAVAL, the best known attack finds a collision pair with 2 7 computations of the compression function. To find k collision pairs, it requires 2 7 k computations. In this paper, we present a better collision attack on 3-pass HAVAL, which can find k collision pairs with only 2k + 33 computations. Further, our message differential is different from the previous ones. (It is important to find collisions for different message differentials.)
Introduction
The hash function HAVAL was proposed by Zheng, Pieprzyk, and Seberry at Auscrypt '92 [8] . It is an Australian extension of well known Merkle-Damgård hash functions such as MD4 and MD5.
3 HAVAL has three variants, 3-, 4-and 5-pass HAVAL, which means that the compression function has 96, 128, and 160 rounds, respectively. The compression function H of HAVAL takes a 256-bit initial value and a 1024-bit message M = (m 0 , . . . , m 31 ) as input, and produces 256-bit hash value as output, where each m i is a 32-bit word.
On 3-pass HAVAL, Rompay, et al. [2] presented a collision attack that requires 2 29 To find k collision pairs of 3-pass HAVAL, the best known attack [4] requires 2 7 k computations. In this paper, we present a better collision attack on 3-pass HAVAL which can find k collision pairs with only 2k + 33 computations. Further, our message differential is different from the previous ones. 4 (It is important to find collisions for different message differentials.)
The previous attacks [2, 4] are one-block collision attacks (i.e. a collision pair is a pair of 1024-bit message block). On the other hand, our attack is a two-block collision attack which can find a two-block ( In our attack, we first find a near-collision pair (M 0 , M 0 ) such that H(M 0 ) and H(M 0 ) are almost the same. We then find many full collision pairs (M 0 ||M 1 , M 0 ||M 1 ) by using the freedom of (M 1 , M 1 ). Theoretically, our near-collision pair can be found by about 33 computations of the compression function. Once a near collision pair is found, a full collision pair can be found with probability 1/2. Hence we can find k collision pairs with 2k + 33 computations. (See Table 1 In our personal computer simulation:
1. We found 15147 near-collision pairs by 500000 trials, which agrees with our theoretical estimate because 500000/15147 = 33.0098 · · ·. 2. From a single near-collision pair, we found 249630 full collision pairs by 500000 trials, which also agrees with our theoretical complexity because 500000/249630 ≈ 2.
It took about one minute for the first 500000 trials. It also took about one minute for the next 500000 trials.
(Related wroks:)
-Modular differential attack was presented in 1997 by X.Y.Wang [3] and formalized in Eurocrypt '05 [5, 6] . They showed that it is very powerful to break MD4, MD5, SHA-0, SHA-1 and HAVAL. Our attack is also based on the modular differential approach. -On 4-pass HAVAL, H.Yu et al. [7] showed two two-block collision attacks that require 2 43 and 2 36 computations of 4-pass HAVAL, respectively. On 5-pass HAVAL, the H.Yu et al. [7] showed a one-block collision attack with 2 123 computations of the compression function.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a simple description of 3-pass HAVAL. In Section 3, we give an outline of our attack. In Section 4, we present the algorithm of our attack, and calculate the complexity. In Section 5, we report on our computational experiment and a collision example. In Section 6, we conclude this paper. In this paper, almost Tables and Figures are in the Appendix.
3-Pass HAVAL
HAVAL consists of three phases: (1) message padding phase, (2) main hashing phase and (3) optional compression phase.
Message Padding Phase
HAVAL pads an input message by appending some bit string so that its bitlength becomes a multiple of 1024.
Main Hashing Phase
HAVAL is a Merkle-Damgård hash function based on a compression function H as follows. Let M 0 ||M 1 ||· · ·||M t be the padded message, where
where
The hashed value is given by IV t+1 .
H is described as follows. First define three functions as follows.
where x i is a 32-bit word, x i • x j is the bit-wise multiplication of x i and x j , and x i ⊕ x j is the bit-wise modulo 2 addition. H next runs the following algorithmH on input
where each of a 0 , . . . , h 0 and m i is a 32-bit word.
where x s denotes the s-bit right rotation of x, + denotes the modulo 2 32 addition, and the word processing orders ord(i) and the constant values k i are given in Table 3 . Note thatH consists of 96 rounds, 0-round through 95-round. Finally, H outputs the following 256-bit value 
Outline of our Attack

Notation
32 , and so on. We denote by x i,j the j-th bit of 32-bit word x i .
means that x i is obtained by changing the jth bit of x i from 0 to 1. That is, x i = x i except for that x i,j = 0 and x i,j = 1.
means that x i is obtained by changing the jth bit of x i from 1 to 0. That is, x i = x i except for that x i,j = 1 and x i,j = 0.
, 22] is the value obtained by modifying the 21-th and 22-th bit of a 14 from 1 to 0 and 0 to 1, respectively.
Attack
We show an efficient method to find a two-block (2048-bit) collision pair
The proposed method first finds a near collision pair (M 0 , M 0 ) such that
Then it holds that
That is,
We use a message differential such that
for j = 0 and 1.
6 That is,
Note that m 5 is the input to the 5-, 32-, and 94-round in each block because (94) from Table 3 . Now we will find the first block pair (M 0 , M 0 ) that causes a local collision at the 32-round. Then (M 0 , M 0 ) is automatically a near collision pair just after 94-round with difference (0, ±2 31 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). This can be seen from the following table.
Similarly we will find the second block pair (M 1 , M 1 ) which satisfy eq.(2), where
We present the (so called) differential path in Table 4 and Table 5 .
7 In these Table, for example, 
Sufficient Conditions
In Table 6 , 7, and 8, we present sufficient conditions for the differential path to hold. If Table 6 , 7, and 8 are satisfied, then Table 4 and 5 are satisfied. As an example, we prove that the conditions for 5-and 6-round given in Table 6 guarantee that the conditions for 0-to 6-round shown in Table 4 . The other conditions are derived similarly. Since Δm 0 = · · · = Δm 4 = 0, the differential path of 0-to 4-round hold. In 5-round of H(IV 0 , M 0 ), if the sufficient condition of 5-round in Table 6 , that is, a 6,32 = 0, then a 6,32 = 1 and a 6,i = a 6,i for i = 32 (i.e. a 6 = a 6 [32]), because
In 6-round of H(IV 0 , M 0 ), if the sufficient condition of 5-round in Table 6 , that is, a 0,32 = 0 then, since
we have 
Details
In this section, we present the details of our algorithm, and calculate the complexity to find a collision pair.
Our Algorithm
We observe that from a 1 , · · · , a 32 , M 0 = (m 0 , . . . , m 31 ) is uniquley determined from eq.(1), and a 33 , · · · , a 96 are also uniquely determined. Now in Table 6 , all the rows except the last three rows specify the conditions on a 1 , · · · , a 32 . Hence:
1. We choose a 1 , · · · , a 32 which satisfy these conditions randomly. 2. We compute M 0 = (m 0 , . . . , m 31 ) from eq.(1).
If the last three rows are also satisfied, then we have done.
Next for given M 0 , we apply the same strategy to find M 1 .
1. We choose a 1 , · · · , a 32 which satisfy the conditions of Table 7 and Table 8 randomly. 2. We compute M 1 from eq.(1). 3. If the last row of Table 8 is also satisfied, then we have done. Randomly select a 1 , . . . , a 32 that satisfy the sufficient conditions for 0-31 rounds. 2. For i = 0 to 31, 
Success Probability
Assume that
for any word x i . We can find M 0 if the last three condition are satisfied in Table  6 . Thereore, the success probability P of finding M 0 is given by Next suppose that the above M 0 is given. Then we can find M 1 if the last row of Table 8 is satisfied. Thereore, the success probability of finding M 1 is given by P r[a 92,32 = 1] = 1/2.
How to Find Many Collisions
We can find many collision pairs from fixed (M 0 , M 0 ) by running the algorithm "Finding M 1 " many times. In this method, the complexity of finding k collision pairs is 2k + 33.
Computational experiment
We implemented our attack by a personal computer. First we found 15,147 desired M 0 s by running the algorithm "Finding M 0 " 500, 000 times. In this experiment, the success probability 15, 147/500, 000 ≈ 1/33. It coincides with our theoretical probability shown in Section 3. Next for fixed M 0 , we found 249, 630 desired M 1 s by running the algorithm "Finding M 1 " 500, 000 times.
9 In this experiment, the success probability 249, 630/500, 000 ≈ 1/2. It coincides with our theoretical probability shown in Section 3.
In total, we found 249, 630 full collision pairs by running the algorithms "Finding M 0 " 39 times and "Finding M 1 " 500, 000 times.
Consequently, our experiment supports our claim that we can find k collision pairs with 2k + 33 computations of the compression functions. We illustrate one of the 249630 collision pairs in Table 2 .
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Conclusion
On 3-pass HAVAL, the best known attack finds a collision pair with 2 7 computations of the compression function. To find k collision pairs, it requires 2 7 k computations.
In this paper, we presented a better collision attack on 3-pass HAVAL using modular differential method. It can find k collision pairs with only 2k + 33 computations. Further, our message differential is different from the previous ones. (It is important to find collision pairs for different message differentials.) 452821e6 38d01377 be5466cf 34e90c6c c0ac29b7 c97c50dd 3f84d5b5 b5470917 9216d5d9 8979fb1b d1310ba6 98dfb5ac 2ffd72db d01adfb7 b8e1afed 6a267e96 ba7c9045 f12c7f99 24a19947 b3916cf7 0801f2e2 858efc16 636920d8 71574e69 a458fea3 f4933d7e 0d95748f 728eb658 718bcd58 82154aee 7b54a41d c25a59b5
64 to 95 9c30d539 2af26013 c5d1b023 286085f0 ca417918 b8db38ef 8e79dcb0 603a180e 6c9e0e8b b01e8a3e d71577c1 bd314b27 78af2fda 55605c60 e65525f3 aa55ab94 57489862 63e81440 55ca396a 2aab10b6 b4cc5c34 1141e8ce a15486af 7c72e993 b3ee1411 636fbc2a 2ba9c55d 741831f6 ce5c3e16 9b87931e afd6ba33 6c24cf5c Table 3 . Word processing orders ord(i) and constant values ki (hexadecimal numbers). Table 6 . Sufficient conditions on ai for the differential path in Table 4 . Table 7 . Sufficient conditions on ai for 0-20 rounds of the differential path in Table 5 . Table  5 .
